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INTRODUCTION

Increasing demand for high quality IP and SoC designs 
and ever shortening design cycles puts pressure on IP and 
SoC houses to leverage automation as much as possible 
throughout the entire electronic design and verification 
processes. This is indeed widely seen in the verification 
space, where verification engineers have to contend with 
tasks such as coverage closure, bug hunting, smoke and 
soak testing, all of which are done through running lots of 
regressions. How automation is applied to a verification 
process can have a massive impact (positive and negative) 
on overall productivity of that process. Regression systems 
are often heavily scripted, often developed and 
understood by one or two individuals or maybe a 
small handful of people within larger organizations. 
Large amounts of historical baggage are carried 
over from project to project, sometimes the majority 
of users don’t even know why they have to run a 
particular script; it just works until of course it doesn’t.

To get the full benefits of automation, a regression 
system needs to understand the verification process 
and provide the ability to automate management 
of seeds for constrained random tests, re-run 
failed tests automatically perhaps with more debug 
visibility, merge coverage across multiple runs, manage tool 
time-outs, and interface to grid systems to name just a few 
functions. Complexity and capabilities grow over time, which 
is often one of the major downfalls of regression systems 
being based on scripting alone. Having the capture, control, 
automation and status of the regression system wrapped 
up within one complex script or a series of scripts that call 
each other can lead to both execution and maintenance 
nightmares. An organization’s verification resources 
should be focused on verifying designs not debugging 
environment infrastructure, and having to wait for support 
from the creators who then become the critical path within 
the project. The CAD engineer doesn’t want to reinvent the 
wheel and the Verification Engineer needs the ability to 
completely focus on verification and verification alone.

 
 

This is the third article in a verification management series 
that shows that the management of data, process and tools 
are important to an efficient and productive verification 
environment. Using a purpose built regression system  
like Questa VRM (Verification Run Manager) can give 
Verification Engineers maximum throughput and the 
benefits of automation while reducing the maintenance 
burden on the CAD teams. Users are finding that their 
productivity is being boosted by an average of 20 times 
across many different aspects of verification management 
including capacity, performance, resource usage,  
turn-around time, preparation, maintenance,  
results and coverage analysis.

The aspects of a regression system can be broken  
down into: 

• The capture and configuration, the control  
of when and how the actions are run 

• Automation of the tedious tasks of gathering  
data such as coverage data 

• Acting upon results 
• The visibility into the regression status and results. 

 
The following sections delve into the four aspects  
in more detail.

 
CAPTURE

Capturing the complexity of a regression requires the  
need to abstract away from just running a script with  
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a sequence of commands. To be able to control a  
regression system and produce actionable data for further 
actions, a method of separating the control of individual 
actions from their configuration data is required. The 
definition of dependences between actions is required, 
for example the tasks of building, optimizing and running 
simulations. The build needs to successfully complete, 
before an optimization which needs to be successful 
before finally simulations can be run. The ability to define 
sequential and non-sequential dependences is required 
allowing multiple parts of the build or multiple simulations 
to be run in parallel. Parameterization of any aspect is 
required to allow actions to be configured to run in different 
ways. An action could have a debug versus optimized 
setting or coverage versus no coverage, or even the ability 
to run multiple versions of a particular tool. User defined 
parameters and the ability to calculate and over-ride their 
values is important allowing both global and local settings. 
A system that is based on inheritance can save valuable 
time capturing the same settings over and over.

The main building block within VRM is called the runnable, 
it can be a group, a base type or a task. A group runnable 
allows hierarchy to be constructed with dependency and 
inheritance of parameters from their parent. Groups can 
have pre and post actions that are executed once per 
group allowing tasks such as set-up and clean-down. A 
runnable can also inherit from a base runnable allowing 
inheritance to be injected at any level of the hierarchy. 
The task runnable is the leaf level action; the commands 
executed at this leaf level can be launched using any type 
of shell, the default being the Questa interpreter. Runnables 
can be defined as sequential or non-sequential allowing for 
either serial or parallel actions. Their execution can also be 
conditional, and repeated using either a count or a list of 

values all based on parameters values. The execution area 
is a directory structure managed by VRM and it is possible 
to define local files that are either copied or linked into this 
area so that all paths and references can be relative and 
used by multiple users. This architecture makes it possible 
for multiple regressions of the same design to be in flight 
at the same time without each regression stepping on the 
other.

The configuration of the runnable allows a runtime graph 
of all the actions to be constructed along with scheduling 
and dependencies of the actions. Questions can be asked 
of the user at runtime or over-rides can be applied to adjust 
the values of parameters which in turn can completely 
change the construction of the graph. This provides a solid 
infrastructure for the repeatability and re-use of any setup, 
either on or between multiple projects, separating the 
control for maximum flexibility. Many users of VRM are now 
getting the benefits of using the same basic set-up over 
multiple generations of their verification environments.

CONTROL

Extracting the capture of actions from their method of 
execution gives complete control over how and when the 
actions are executed. The runnable has a method that 
configures how the action is executed, the default being to 
run the action locally but it could be to run using an ‘rsh’, 
an ‘ssh’ or grid software like Sungrid or LSF. Methods can 
be conditional based on parameters and can be inherited 
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from a parent or a base making switching execution 
method very flexible. The method holds information about 
how to interact with the execution, for example the grid 
submission commands, how to suspend, resume or kill 
jobs. This layer provides the user with a simple interface 
to a grid making it easy to kill all the submitted jobs for a 
regression automatically if a regression is stopped. It also 
allows advantage to be taken of grid features such as array 
jobs. Array jobs allow actions to be packaged into arrays 
and passed to the grid in a single command. This allows 
the grid software to unpack and manage the jobs in a more 
efficient manner. Job grouping is also available to allow 
actions to be grouped together and execute in one action. 
This is extremely useful when job latency and start-up are 
expensive for short actions, and allows the overhead to be 
consumed across multiple jobs for better throughput. For 
example if the latency and start-up of a job takes 5 minutes 
and 1000 two minute simulations need to be run over on 
a 20 CPU farm, single actions would require 50 runs on 
the 20 CPUs at 7 minutes each totaling 350 minutes. By 

grouping the simulations into 10, each new job will take 10 
times 2 minutes plus the 5 minutes startup, a total of 25 
minutes. With 100 jobs of 25 minutes over the 20 CPUs 
it requires 5 runs and a total run time of 125 minutes, this 
is close to a 3X improvement in throughput. All of this is 
achievable by adjusting a couple of parameters to enable 
the packing of jobs.

Methods have queues associated with them with a 
variable maximum running parameter which allows pre-
balancing and scheduling between actions. This allows 
extra scheduling and job management even before the 
actions reach the grid or can allow load balancing between 
machines that are not part of a grid. Time-out’s can be set 
for both queuing and run time of actions via parameters. 
This automatically manages jobs that hang and jobs that 
never get started. Some grids suffer from dropping jobs so 
if a queue time-out expires an action will be re- submitted 
ensuring that it completes.

A state machine manages each action and the running  
of the actions as a complete flow. Routines are called  

at certain times during the life of the regression for 
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example when an action is scheduled, when an action has 
started, before the next action is started. These routines 
have default implementations but can be over-ridden by 
the user. This allows very powerful capabilities for example 
getting the regression to stop when an event occurs, 
running until a wall clock time, running until a certain level 
of coverage is achieved, or stopping if more than a certain 
number of actions have failed. This is only a small list of the 
possible customizations that are possible and controlled 
via parameters. It’s even possible to add conditions when 
an action becomes eligible to ensure certain resources or 
license features are available or if the license it not available 
for an action it is returned to the scheduling queue for a 
retry after a certain period. These examples highlight the 
benefits of separating the control of the jobs from the jobs 
themselves allowing a more efficient use of resources 
possible.

 
AUTOMATION

Applying automation to a system that allows the capture 
and control of actions to be defined is very straight forward. 
The regression system needs to understand how to find the 
correct data and give the user the ability to customize the 
triggering of new verification tasks based off the results of 
ones already run. The returned status from the execution of 
the action or the test record of the UCDB (Unified Coverage 
DataBase) can be used to indicate the pass/fail status of a 
completed job. The UCDB test record has a TESTSTATUS 
attribute that is set automatically to the worst severity that 
occurred during simulation. By simply setting the value of 
an in-built parameter to the resulting UCDB file location will 
cause the status to be used. Setting an in-built parameter 
to point to a triage database will cause the failing actions to 
automatically generate a triage action to extract the relevant 
failure information and store it into a triage database for 
analysis with other failures. The failure can also trigger a 
re-run of the action with modified parameters to enable, for 
example, full visibility and waveform capture for the test. 
The re-run can be further configured to be immediate after 
the failure occurred or a global re-run at the end of the 
regression after automatic analysis on which failures should 
be re-run. Time-out of actions or queued actions can also 
trigger a re-run, this results in all the necessary data being 
available to debug and analyze a nightly regression when 
you come into the office in the morning.

Setting an in-built parameter to point to a merge UCDB 
file location has the effect of automatically adding the 
actions UCDB file to the merge queue list. A merge queue 
is managed and periodic merge actions are added which 
merge the coverage from the passing tests into the merge 
UCDB making the incremental results available. If a testplan 
is being used to drive the verification process then setting 
a built-in parameter to define the testplan file will ensure 
that the testplan is imported and merged with the merged 
coverage UCDB.

With a constrained random methodology seed management 
is required. Using a built-in parameter for the seed allows 
the seed to be random and then if a re-run is needed for 
any reason the seed generated the last time the action was 
run will be used again. Lists of seeds that caused good 
and bad behavior or produced from the output from a test 
grading can be used to run new regression runs. Running 
test ranking or grading to optimize tests is an automation 
that can be run at any stage of the regression regardless 
of the overall methodology. The output files from each 
action can also be managed automatically using auto-
delete to clean up temporally files or output files that are 
not needed when tests pass, optimizing valuable storage 
capacity. The over-all benefits of using automation bring 
massive productivity gains to the process, data and flow 
management and optimize the enviroment for capacity, 
performance and throughput.

 
VISIBILITY

Visibility is required to see which actions have completed, 
which ones are still running as well as an indication of 
what actions can be run. Different users have preferences 
on the way they work so it’s important that there is the 
ability to interact with a user interface and use shell based 
commands to give the Verification Engineer visibility into 
the regression status. The user interface allows the user 
to start, monitor and analyze all of the actions within the 
regression. A command line is also available to allow 
the same status information to be visible directly from 
the shell. This command line can also be used to query 
the regression configuration to figure out what actions 
and parameters are available to guide their use of the 
tool. Similar to the rest of the features of Verification 
Management regression results are also available in 
HTML to allow viewing within an external viewer. VRM can 
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manage all the tools in the process so that transparency  
of the results is gained regardless of the method  
of execution ensuring that incremental coverage  
and results are available at all times.

 
CONCLUSIONS

Having a regression system that separates the control from 
the configuration data improves its overall maintenance. 
Major features can be coded into the system itself instead 
of a series of scripts with multiple calling levels which 
often lead to a debug nightmare. Many users are now 
seeing the productivity benefits that VRM can bring to 
their environment with major improvements to capacity, 
performance, throughput, time to debug, time to re-use, 
time to analysis to name just a few. An automotive customer 
saw their nightly regression runs increase by more than a 
factor of 8, their test set-up and maintenance fall by a factor 
of 15, their script complexity reduced by 10 and their time to 
nightly regression results reduced by 60. An IP developer 
increased their regression throughput by a factor of 9 and 
their time to coverage and regression results reduced by a 
factor of 6. A semiconductor customer used only the merge 
capabilities of VRM to distribute the merging process for 
their own regression system and got results 47 times faster, 
reducing days to minutes. To have the productivity gains 
required to speed up time to market a regression system 
needs the ability to quickly capture, control and automate 
the verification process, at the same time as providing the 

user with complete process visibility. Questa’s Verification 
Management features can improve overall productivity by 
an average of 20 times. 

 
RECAP

This is the third in the series on Verification Management 
showing how massive boosts in Verification productively 
are possible via the management of data, process and 
automation. Mentor Graphics had the vision that the 
cornerstone of verification solutions was an optimized 
and unified database. The UCDB was architected and 
implemented to have the capabilities to allow the unification 
of all verification data and allow the development of very 
powerful verification management capabilities to manage 
the process. These capabilities include testplan tracking 
to allow electronic closure of the process with a plan, 
utilities that allow data to be combined and optimized when 
generated from multiple tests and engines, and the ability 
to reduce data over time while still exposing data needed 
to see projects progress. Finally with the capabilities to 
separate the capture of regressions from the control means 
there are many opportunities to automate all aspects of the 
process to improve capacity, performance, throughput and 
turnaround times while analyzing and debugging. Questa 
Verification Management has been proven to improve 
Verification productivity by an average factor of 20.
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